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I first became involved with the Baroque music of Latin America in 2002 when, as
part of his preparations for the programme that ultimately became New World
Symphonies, Ex Cathedra's Jeffrey Skidmore contacted me to ask me if I would
review and translate the texts of a selection of songs transcribed by Robert Murrell
Stevenson.1 Over almost fifty years Stevenson has arguably done more to reveal the
riches of Latin-America's musical heritage than any other scholar, but his
transcriptions are just that, reproductions of the texts as they appears in the
manuscripts. My task was to produce versions (in contemporary and modern
Spanish as well as English) that would be clear and coherent both linguistically and
lyrically. In the absence of the original manuscripts, and with little prior knowledge
of the genre, I knew I would be on a steep learning curve, and so it proved. Yet,
however challenging it seemed initially, the job soon took on an addictive quality,
and with pieces like Tomas de Torrejon y Velasco's "A este sol peregrino" (To this
marvellous sun], Juan Garcia de Cespedes' "Convidando esta la noche" (The night is
inviting us), and Juan de Araujo's "Los coflades de la estleya", (Fellow brothers of the
Star) to work with, it proved to be a thoroughly rewarding experience.
With only the modern transcriptions to go on, my
revisions for New World Symphonies had to be based on
what I knew of the Hispanic world of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, a period commonly
referred to in Hispanic Studies as the "Golden Age".
Fortunately, the knowledge of the ideas, language,
image patterns and metrical forms of the Golden Age
I had picked up over two decades of research stood
me in good stead, and ensured that even the "negrito"
villancico "Los coflades de la estleya", whose burlesque
imitation of the dialect of West African slaves in the
New World presented particular difficulties, was
eventually teased back into its original form, and
could then be put into modern Spanish and given an
English translation.
Before long, Jeffrey presented me with more
texts to work on, three of which I shall discuss here in
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a little more detail. All three are villancicos — a term I
shall explain shortly. The first of these is "jSalga el
torillo hosquillo!" (Let in the little black bull!). This
piece was originally composed by Diego Jose de
Salazar (c. 1670-1709) a Maestro de Capilla at Seville,
and was subsequently reworked by Juan de Araujo
(1646-1712) Maestro de Capilla at Sucre, Bolivia. The
other two pieces: "jAy, andar!" (Hey, come on!) and
"jAqui, valentones!" (Come here, you ruffians!) are also
by Araujo and reveal his enthusiasm for the xdcara,
about which I shall also say more shortly.
Work on these texts was made even more
interesting by the fact that by this time Jeffery had
been able to travel to Sucre and had returned with
digital images of some of the manuscripts —
principally of works by Araujo — held in the National
Library (Archive y Biblioteca Nacional de Bolivia,

hereafter ABNB). This allowed me to see the kind of
material Stevenson had been working with and gave
me a first-hand understanding of the problems he had
faced. Yet though the pages may be ragged and
stained and the ink is often faded into the paper, for
the most part Araujo's handwriting remains
thankfully legible. I say it is Araujo's handwriting
because the majority of the manuscript pages appear
to be written in a single late seventeenth-century hand
that I see as consistent with an example of Araujo's
signature from a contemporary document.
Araujo, however, naturally, sets out his words
to follow his music, writing the words below the
notation to which they correspond. As a result, spaces
frequently appear between the syllables of a single
word and are often omitted between words,
producing letter groups that can be hard to interpret.
There is also little punctuation, and what there is
likewise tends to have more to do with musical rather
than grammatical structures. One great asset of
having the manuscripts in digital form, however, is
that difficult sections can be manipulated with
software to achieve a clearer image, and it is easy to
compile a catalogue of letter forms as a tool for the
identification of ill-defined characters.
I'd like to move now to consider the type of
composition to which these three pieces belong, the
villancico. The villancico is a form of popular song that
emerged in the Iberian Peninsula around the middle
of the fifteenth century. It is thought to be a
development of the Galician-Portuguese cantiga de
refram and the Spanish cantiga de estribillo — estribillo,
which means "little stirrup" being the Spanish term
for a refrain of this type, and these in turn are believed
to derive from the Arabic zejel, a poem written in
vulgar Arabic and made up of a refrain of two lines
followed by a series of verses, whose last line returned
to the rhyme of the refrain. Thus, the villancico is
characterized by an initial refrain that "provides one
or [more] lines of the shorter refrain which follows
each verse. The rhyme of the refrain is also
characteristically introduced into the verse just before
the return to the refrain, perhaps originally as a cue to
the singers".2 Aside from this relation of the estribillo
to the verses, variously termed mudanzas (changes) or
coplas, the villancico places few restrictions on poets or
composers, who are free to determine the length of
lines and verses alike, as well as to apply consonance
or assonance as they choose.
The name villancico comes from the Castilian
word for a villager "villano" and the diminutive suffix
"-cico" and therefore implies a minor composition in
a rustic style.3 However, by the end of the sixteenth
century villancicos were being written and published
by the most sophisticated poets and composers at the
Spanish court and had also found a place in religious

festivities, as celebrations of Saints' days, Easter,
Corpus Christi, and above all, Christmas. Indeed,
their rustic connotations made them a natural vehicle
for the presentation of the Christmas story from the
perspective of the shepherds. In consequence, the
word villancico has acquired the exclusive meaning in
modern Spanish of "Christmas carol". However, such
was the enthusiasm for villancicos in the Golden Age
that they were composed and performed in a wide
range of contexts, secular as well as religious, and
drew inspiration from diverse sources. Thus Salazar's
"Saiga el torillo" celebrates the birth and Passion of
Christ and the Redemption of Mankind in an
allegory that reflects the Andalusian passion for
bullfighting, whilst Araujo's "jAy, andar!" encourages
it's audience to celebrate the Nativity in ecstatic
dance, song and music-making.
As regards their musical setting:
Villancicos were by and large polyphonic,
written for at least two voices, but
frequently as many as four, often for
solo singing with some variety of
instrumental accompaniment. However,
the counterpoint was usually quite simple;
it only served to underscore the setting of
the text and to create a "chordal" feel in
the music. Typically, the accompaniment
was a basso continuo, and/or a doubling
of the vocal parts on strings. [...]
Frequently soloists would sing the [verses]
and a chorus of mixed voices would join in
for the refrains. The song writing was
syllabic and tended to be fairly simple in
melody, the better to accentuate and
preserve the predominantly Spanish (or
related vernacular) poetry of the text. [ . . . ]
As for the rhythmic characteristics of the
villancico, there was often a pronounced
pulse, since it was also a form of dance
music. Percussion was therefore a common
instrumental element. ..4
This latter element is indeed something Jeffrey
Skidmore has duly emphasised in his approach to
these pieces.
A particular development of the villancico that
interests us here is the xdcara, a form that reflects the
street-life (el mundo de la hampd] of the great cities of
the Hispanic world.5 The xdcara first appears in
sixteenth-century Spain as a variant of the romance or
traditional Spanish ballad, and typically relates the
misdeeds and mishaps of some roguish figure in the
underworld of Madrid or Seville through a narrative
voice that speaks in the colourful slang of the criminal
fraternity. As such, the xdcara is the poetic equivalent
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of the picaresque novel, and representative of the
same counter-pastoral tendency. And, like the
picaresque, it was a mode practised by some of the
most accomplished writers of the Golden Age, most
notably Francisco de Quevedo (1580-1645), Lope de
Vega (1562-1635) and Miguel de Cervantes (15471616). In its musical form, the xdcara represents a
further expression of the delight in linguistic diversity
found in the villancico at large, and provides
composers with the opportunity to generate the kind
of paradoxical contrast so characteristic of the
Baroque era, as they apply the language, and often the
rhythms of the street, to sacred subjects such as saints
and angels. Araujo's "jAqui, valentones!" is a
composition of this type, surprisingly celebrating St.
Francis of Assisi as "el santo mas de la hampa" ("the
most roguish saint").
The presence of such a number and range of
villancicos in New World archives is no accident.
Despite the trials of crossing the Atlantic in the age of
sail and piracy, Spain and its American possessions
enjoyed an impressive degree of cultural crossfertilisation as the Spanish public in general, and
theatre audiences in particular, relished the exotic
sounds of the chacona, the zarabanda and other
dances redolent of the cultures of America and
Africa, and as the colonisers of the New World
sought both to maintain their cultural identity and to
pass it on to their new subjects. The presence of
Salazar's "jSalga el torillo!" in the Cathedral archives
at Sucre prior to its relocation to the ABNB is
testimony to the connections between that city and
Seville. Nevertheless the cathedrals and missions of
the New World were also generating an important
body of new work. Thus Araujo may have adapted
and glossed Salazar's "Torillo", but he also composed
scores if not hundreds of original villancicos. And he
was not alone; one only has to look at the work of
other illustrious Maestros de Capilla such as Caspar
Fernandez (1566 — 1629) and Juan Gutierrez de
Padilla (1590 - 1664) at Puebla, Jose de Loaysa y
Agurto (c.1625 - 1695) and Antonio de Salazar
(1650 - 1715) at Mexico City, Tomas de Torrejon y
Velasco (1644-1728) at Lima, Manuel de Zumaya
(d. 1755) at Oaxaca, and Rafael Antonio Castellanos
(c. 1765-1791) at Guatemala to realise the impressive
range, sophistication and vitality of music in the
New World during this period.
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Sucre, where Araujo was Maestro de Capilla
from 1680-1712, was founded in 1540 and named
Villa de Plata (Silvertown), subsequently becoming
known simply as La Plata (Silver). During the
seventeenth century this name gave way in turn to
that of Chuquisaca, a corruption of the Indian
Choquechaca (meaning Golden Gate). Only in 1825,
the year Bolivia declared its independence from
Spain, was the city renamed Sucre, after Antonio Jose
de Sucre (1795-1830), a hero of the independence
movement. As well as its name, La Plata owed its
location and importance to its association with the
silver-mining city of Potosi, some sixty miles to the
South West and four thousand feet higher in the
Andean cordillera.
The discovery of vast deposits of silver and other
precious metals in the cerro rico (rich hill) at Potosi in
1544 created a boom town, with a population that rose
to a peak of some 200,000 by the late seventeenth
century, making it larger than London or Paris.
However, the altitude and the resulting cold of the
mountains soon led the wealthier inhabitants of Potosi
to establish their families in the temperate surroundings
of nearby La Plata. The more amenable climate and the
greater accessibility of La Plata combined with its ties
with Potosi to establish as the most important city in the
region. Thus, in 1559 it became die seat of the
Audiencia of Charcas, an important sub-division of the
vice-regency of Peru. The Audiencia held judicial
authority and executive powers and presided over a vast
territory that comprised present-day Paraguay, southeastern Peru, northern Chile and Argentina, and most
of Bolivia. La Plata was an ecclesiastical capital too; a
diocesan see was established there in 1552, and elevated
to archdiocesan status in 1609. The importance of the
city was further consolidated by the foundation of a
university in 1624, the Universidad Real y Pontificia de
San Francisco Xavier.
As Maestre de Capilla at the cathedral of one of
the richest cities in the world, Araujo had at his
disposal resources that would have been the envy of
his counterparts in Europe, and could count on the
services of as many as fifty choristers and musicians.
In return, he was required to compose and arrange an
annual quota of new music for the glory of his
Church, his cathedral and his city - and perhaps also
his god - as well as for the delight of the congregation
and the inhabitants of the city at large.6

Diego Jose de Salazar/ Juan de Araujo. "jSalga el torillo hosquiUo!"
Del mro D. Diego Joseph de Salasar
Villancico a 8.
Saiga el torillo hosquillo

By Master Diego Jose de Salasar
Carol for 8.
Let in the link black bull!

Saiga el torillo hosquillo.
Ho. Ho. Ho. Ho.

Let in the little black bull!
Hah! Hah! Hah! Hah!

q. se aguarde,
q. se espere,
q. se tenga.
mientras me pongo
en cobro en cobro io,
q. se aguarde,
q. se espere,
q. se tenga.
Ho. Ho.

Hold him back!
Make him wait!
Keep him there!
While I get myself
into cover.
Hold him back!
Make him wait!
Keep him there!
Hah'.Hah!

mas ay q. fiero
el toro ligero corriendo salio
tras mi bien
pero no. tras mi.
Yo le vi, al amado Dueno mio,
yo le vi, q. le esta
esperando el Nino
io le vi,
ti, tiriti, tiritando.
ti, tiriti, tiritando,
no de miedo, sino de frio.
Pero no

But, alas, how fierce he is!
The swift bull dashed out
after my love.
But no! After me!
I saw him, my beloved
lord. I saw him;
for the boy child is waiting for him,
I saw him,
shi... shi... shi... shivering.
Shi... shi... shi... shivering,
not with fear, but with cold.
But no!

q. se aguarde,
q. se espere,
q. se tenga.
mientras me pongo
cobro en cobro io,
q. se aguarde,
q. se espere,
q. se tenga.
Ho. Ho.

Hold him back!
Make him wait!
Keep him there!
While I get myself
into cover.
Hold him back!
Make him wait!
Keep him there!
Hah'.Hah!

Coplas

Verses

l a . Del vulgo de las Nubes,
se despexo la plassa,
poblando las Estrellas,
del cielo las ventanas.
2". Afiiera todo el mundo,
afuera y hagan plassa,
q. el Toro es un demonio,
segun muestra en la sana.
3". Un Nino, que es mui hombre,
espera en la campana,
y a de matar el Toro,
que es toread.r del hampa.

1. It cleared the square
of the rabble of clouds,
filling the windows
of Heaven with stars.
2. Everyone out!
Get out and make way!
For the bull is a devil
as his fury reveals.
3. A boy child, who is all man,
is waiting in the arena,
and is sure to kill the bull,
for he is a dashing toreador.
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4". For mas brabo que juegue,
la media luna ayrada,
seran puntas al ayre,
todas las de su ravia.
5a. Con la capa del hombre,
el nifio entra en la plassa,
romperasela el Toro,
y en esso el homb.e gana.
6*. En un portal le estrecha,
del bruto la amenassa,
a todos nos defiende,
y de Si no se repara.
7*. Del toreador la muerte,
esta profetissada,
mi suerte esta en q. muera,
aunque es por mi desgracia.

4. However bravely he wields
the furious half-moon of his horns,
he will waste on the air,
every bit of his rage.
5. In the cloak of a man,
the boy child enters the ring;
the bull will tear it apart,
and thus mankind will win.
6. In the doorway of the stable,
the menacing brute confines him.
He defends us all,
And thinks nothing of himself.
7. The bullfighter's death
has been foretold;
my good fortune depends on his dyin£
though he is dying for my misfortune.
Variant A: "al Nasimiento de Xristo"
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Illustration 1. The capias foi Variant A of "Saiga el torillo!"

This piece is catalogued as manuscript no. 1169 in the
ABNB at Sucre. The manuscript comprises twentyseven pages, five of which are inscribed on bodi sides.
On page 1, which appears to be the principal
title page, the piece is attributed (in what I take to be
Araujo's handwriting) to "El Mro D. Diego Josph de//
Salasar"
[el Maestro Don Jose de Salazar] and
described as a "Villancico a 8". However, page 18 is
also presented as a tide page and reads: "Saiga saiga el
torillo hosquillo = a8 = al Nasimiento de Xristo.
Araujo." A third tide page, page 10, simply says
"Guadalupe// Juguete// a tonos".
In fact, die manuscript contains two variant texts
for this piece, which I shall refer to hereafter as A and B.
Variant B is dedicated to die Nativity of the Virgin and
was almost certainly prepared by Araujo for the cathedral
at La Plata (Sucre), whose patron was the Virgin of
Guadalupe. I have so far been unable to compare variant
A, which is dedicated to the Nativity of Christ, with the
original Salazar villancico, so cannot comment on the
extent to which Araujo adapted his source. It was,
however, not uncommon for poets and composers alike
to adapt each other's work, and the resulting
composition was sometimes referred to as a trova.7
Both variants give novelty and additional appeal
to their sacred subjects by employing the allegory of a
bullfight. In 1567 bull fighting had been prohibited
under pain of excommunication by Pius V (15661572), but in 1575 Gregory XIII (1572-1585)
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removed the prohibition except as regards ecclesiastics,
who were still forbidden to frequent bullfights, and as
regards feast days, on which they were not to be
celebrated. In 1586 however, and after much lobbying
by a group of influential Spanish theologians, Sixtus V
(1585-90) reinstated the ban. Nevertheless, in the
Hispanic world bullfighting ultimately proved more
compelling than obedience to papal authority and in
1596 Clement VIII (1592-1605) responded to the
urging of the Spanish king and the discontent of the
Spanish people by removing all such prohibitions in
Spanish territories (except those on monks). Thus, in
Araujo's day bullfights were commonly staged to
celebrate special occasions, such as the arrival of a new
Viceroy or the royal birth mentioned in copla 1 of B
and implicit in As dedication "al Nasimiento de Xristo"
(On the Birth of Christ).
Variant A has seven coplas, each of four
heptasyllabic lines, with assonance in a-a on alternate
lines (Illus. 1). This arrangement is reminiscent of the
traditional romance or ballad form, although the
romance employs hexasyllabic or octosyllabic lines and
usually lacks the formal division into regular verses
apparent here. The estribillo, which contains the title, is
not linked to the coplas either by rhyme or the
repetition of lines or phrases, and further richness is
added by the inclusion of two arietas. The first of these is
the simpler and consists of a series of appeals for the bull
not to be released until the singer is safely behind cover:

iQue se aguarde!
jQue se espere!
iQue se tenga!
mientras mepongo
en cobro, en cobro, yo.
iQue se aguarde!
iQue se espere!
iQue se tengal
iHoljHo!

Lines 1-3 and 6-8 are all just 4 syllables long whilst
lines 4 and 5 are 5 and 6 syllables respectively, and
rhyme is absent except for the echoing of the "o" in
lines 4, 5 and 9, although one might interpret the
patterning if the vowels (a-e, e-e, e-a) in lines 1-3 as
deliberate. Whilst not metrically even, the arieta is
undoubtedly both sonorous and dramatically evocative
of the singer's predicament.
The second arieta, which begins "Mas jay, que
fiero!" might be arranged several different ways, but a
structure can be proposed on the basis of patterns of
consonance as follows:
Mas jay, que fiero!
el toro ligero
corriendo salio tras mi
bien. Pero jno! jTras mi!
Yo le vi, al amado dueno mfo;
Yo le vi, que le esta esperando
el nifio; Yo le vi, tiritando;
no de miedo, sino de frio.
Pero jNo!

In this model the rhyme scheme is a-a-b-b-c-d-d-c-e and
the lines are uneven in length, counting 5, 6, 8, 7, 10, 9,
10, 9 and 4 syllables respectively, though line 1 might
count 6 if "fiero" were regarded as subject to hiatus and
written "fi'ero". However, the musical setting makes this
pronunciation unlikely here. Structurally, therefore, the
arieta suggests a pattern of two four-line groups,
characteristic of popular poetry, and a final half-line that
leads us back to die "ho" of the first arieta.

In this second arieta the tone shifts from anxiety to
dismay as the bull is released into the arena. Yet a comic
note is introduced as we hear the singer's alarm intensify
when he realises that bull is pursuing not the singer's
beloved ("mi bien") but rather the singer himself. Having
set the scene in this way, Araujo creates a startling contrast
by revealing that the singer's beloved ("el amado dueno
mio") is in fact the Christ child ("el nino"), who is depicted
as shivering. This is a common detail in Spanish versions
of the Nativity and both helps the audience identify the
child as Christ and prepares the ground for the striking
observation that, in contrast to the panicked singer, the
child is not afraid.
In die coplas following and framed by these
sections, the composer presents an allegory of the
Christian mysteries in terms of a bullfight in which,
contrary to type, victory depends upon the death of the
matador. Thus in the first copla the clearing of the town
square and the gathering of the great and the good in the
windows of the buildings overlooking it becomes a
metaphor for the parting of the clouds to reveal a starlit
heaven, whilst the second copla introduces the bull as a
devil, and the third represents the Christ child as a
matador, who awaits the bull in the arena, which is the
earth. He is described as "muy hombre", simultaneously
an evocation of the machismo of the bullfighter and the
incarnation of Christ, a concept that is referred to again in
the fourth copla where the matador is described as carrying
the cape of man ("la capa del hombre"). Thus the
matadors cape, against which the bull will direct its fury,
becomes a metaphor for the human body of Christ. The
bull itself is described as wasting its fury on the air, and, in
a traditional jibe against Islam, its horns are likened to a
crescent moon. As the bull closes in on the child in copla 6,
the Passion and the Nativity are implicidy overlaid, as the
matador is pressed into a doorway. This is a realistic touch
in a contemporary corrida but as die stable at Bethlehem is
called a portal ("doorway") in Spanish it also reminds us of
the fact that man's redemption depends not only on
Christ's birth but also on his death. It is in this context that
the bullfighter/Christ-child dies defending mankind, with

Guadalupe
Juguete a tonos
Saiga el torillo hosquillo.
Ho. Ho. Ho. Ho.

Let in the little black bull!
Hah! Hah! Hah! Hah!

q. se aguarde,
q. se espere,
q. se tenga.
mientras me pongo
en cobro en cobro io,
q. se aguarde,
q. se espere,
q. se tenga.
Ho. Ho.

Hold him back1.
Make him wait!
Keep him there!
While I get myself
into cover.
Hold him back!
Make him wait!
Keep him there!
HahlHahl
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ma ai q. Fiero
el toro lijero
corriendo salio
el torillo es infernal
a todo el mundo fatal
yo le vi benir a la linda mia
io le vi pero nasiendo este dia
io levi desde su primer transe
le hiso lanse
con Gracia q. no ay en mi
pero no

But, alas, how fierce he is!
The swift bull
dashed out.
The bull is hellish,
fatal to all the world.
I saw him - coming towards me;
I saw him - but, though newborn this day,
I saw him - from his first encounter
he thrust at him
with a Grace that I do not possess.
But no!

q. se aguarde,
q. se espere,
q. se tenga.
mientras me pongo
cobro en cobro io,
q. se aguarde,
q. se espere,
q. se tenga.
Ho. Ho.

Hold him back!
Make him wait!
Keep him there!
While I get myself
into cover.
Hold him back!
Make him wait!
Keep him there!
Hah!Hah!

Alegre esta y de fiestas
la corte de la plassa
porque como un oro
a nasido su infanta
del bulgo de las nubes
se despexo la Plaza,
poblando las estrellas
del sielo las bentanas.
afuera todo el mundo
afuera y hagan Plaza
q. el Toro es un demonio
y nadie se le escapa
sola una nina airosa
poniendole con Gracia
el pie sobre la testa
le sujeta y se salba
con un manto de estrellas
sirbiendole de capa
dejo a la de balencia
las lunas de sus astas
por mas brabo que juege
sus puntas aserradas
seran puntas al ayre
que al buelo se deshagan
Bramando de coraje
hastado se deshangra
corre por baser pugna
pero en bano se canza
Por esso los baqueros
y jente de la huasca
lo sacan de corrido
con soga a la garganta

1 .Merry and festive is
the court of the bullring,
because a princess has been born
to them, as precious and pure as gold.
2. The square was cleared
of the rabble of clouds,
filling the windows
of Heaven with stars.
3. Everyone out!
Get out and make way!
For the bull is a devil
And no one can escape him.
4. Only a spirited girl,
placing with Grace
her foot on his forehead
overcomes him and saves herself.
5. With a cloak of stars
to serve as her cape,
she left the moon of his horns
frustrated and powerless.
6. However bravely he wields
his jagged horns,
they will gore only air,
exhausting themselves in their frenzy.
7. Bellowing with rage,
lanced and bleeding,
he charges into the fight,
but tires himself in vain.
8. For this the cowboys
and the men with their whips
swiftly drag him away
with a rope around his neck.
Variant B: "Guadalupe"
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no diought for himself The final two lines ofcopla 7 pun
on suerte, which as well as meaning "good fortune"
denotes an action in a bullfight, and on desgracia, which
means misfortune as well as alluding to mankind's loss of
Grace in the Fall.
Overall, therefore, this is a conceptually dense and
linguistically and metrically agile poetic composition, with
an appealing and effective mixture of drama and pathos as
well as a surprising degree of devotional depth.
Though set out more neatly and in a more
regular hand, Variant B is arguably less accomplished
poetically, as its adaptation to the Nativity of Our Lady

three coplas of B all but abandon the allegorical approach
and describe the conclusion of the bullfight with the
death of the bull in a manner diat might best be described
as costumbrista, with its references to "vaqueros"
(cowboys) and "gente de la huasca" (whip men).
I do not think diat the lyrical and conceptual
inferiority of B necessarily leads us to the conclusion that
Araujo was a lesser poet than Salazar; rather, it seems to
demonstrate the problems of adapting a literary
composition intended for one religious festival to the
circumstances of another, and may also reflect the
subordinate and less poignant character of the event
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Illustration 2. The coplas for Variant B of "Saiga el torillo!"]

undermines the coherence of the allegory found in A
(Illus. 2). The estribillo and the first arieta are
unchanged, and in the second arieta the dramatic
interplay between the figures of the singer and die child
is almost completely lost. The more regular rhyme
scheme of lines 4-9 is also more static and less involving.
The coplas replace the "capa del hombre" with Mary's
cloak of stars, and play punningly with the lunar motif of
the bull's horns but this is just cleverness and lacks the
conceptual resonance of the imagery in A. Indeed, the last

celebrated on die 8th of September as compared to that
celebrated on Christmas Day.
A final noteworthy feature of this manuscript,
albeit a literally marginal one, is that on pages 19 and
21-27 (page 20 contains the coplas for A), the
designation of die parts each page corresponds to, which
appears in left of the top margin, is paired with a name
on the right. The names appear to be a mixture of
surnames (Berio, Cornelo, Corzo, Vega) and female
Christian names (Augustina, Nicolasa, Reluz). None of

Juan de Araujo. ";Ay andar!"
Para la Natividad del S. or

For the Nativity of Our Lord

Al na. to del Senor
Juguete

On the birth of Our Lord

ete

Ay andar
a tocara cantara baylar
Ay andar

Hey! Come on, come on, come on!
Play, sing and dance!
Hey! Come on!

a can tar a to do garguero
pues si no queire can tar.
For la ley de los folijones
La garganta perdera

Open your throats and sing!
for he who refuses to sing,
by the law of the jig,
will lose his throat for ever!

ay andar andar
q. tocay tocay repica Pascual,
q. oy a nacido una rrara beldad

Hey! Come on!
Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again,
For a rare beauty has been born today.
or
Let Pascual play it, play it and play it again,
for this is his birthday who gives life to us all!

q. tocay tocay repica Pascual,
q. oy a nacido quien vida nos da
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q. pues tocay retocay repica pascual
pues tocay retoca la lus delsagal

or
Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again,
For today is born one who gives give grace in abundance!
or
Let Pascual, play it, play it and play it again,
for absolute glory has come down to a stable!
or
Let Pascual play it, play itandplay it again,
for he's playing andplayingfor the shepherd-boys birthday!

q. todosy todasy muchosy mas
astillas, se hagan apuro baylar
repite pascual

Let all men and women, many and more,
wear themselves out purely by dancing!
Play it again, Pascual!

a tocar a todo pandero,
nadie se podra escusar
q. donde ay mucho concurso,
muchos panderos abra.

Come on shake those tambourines!
No one has any excuse,
for wherever there's a throng
there will always be plenty of fools!

q. tocay tocay repica Pascual,
q. oy a nacido quien dagracia alraudal
q. tocay tocay repicapascual,
q. toda la gloria rebino a un portal

Hey! Come on!
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A baylar todo Juanete,
q. no podra disculpar,
condenase a sabanones
por huir la agilidad

Get dancing all you bunions!
For there's no excuse at all.
You'll be condemned to chilblains
if you try to dodge the dancing!

ayandar [etc.]

Hey! Come on!

Repica bien las sonajas,
porq. Oy hasiendome rajas,
e de bailar con bentajas
[aunque les parezca mal]
al ayroso Vendabal,

Set the jingles jingling,
because today, though I wear myself out,
I shall outdo the West Wind
[even if you think it unseemly]
with my dancing.

q. tocay tocay repica pascual, [etc.]

Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again, [etc.]

[Repica bieri las sonajas,
porq. A vista de unas pajas,
he de bailar con bentajas
al ayroso bendaval,]

[Set the jingles jingling,
because, in sight of the straw
I shall outdo die West Wind
with my dancing.]

q. tocay tocay repica pascual, [etc.]

Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again, [etc.]

folijon en espanol
quiere la Madre del sol
no tiene en su facistol
otro mejor Portugal,

The mother of the sun
desires a Spanish jig;
Portugal has nothing
Better in its facistol.

q. tocay tocay repica pascual, [etc.]

Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again, [etc.]

Folijon en castellano,
Quiere un nifio soberano
Pues no gana y esto es llano
El mejor de Portugal

A sovereign boy-child
Wants a Castilian jig;
And Portugal's best,
Can't beat one, that's plain.

q. toca y toca y repica pascual, [etc.]

Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again, [etc.]

Un monasillo atrebido,
Encaramando el chillido,
Dio un grito tan desmedido,
Que le quito a un sordo el mal,

A mischievous altar boy,
raising his high-pitched voice;
gives out such a great shout,
that even a deaf man might hear it.

q. tocay tocay repica pascual, [etc.]

Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again, [etc.]

otro dando sapatetas
no le balieron las tretas
[q. en lugar de las floretas]
q. en lugar de sapatetas
dio el colodrillo al umbral

Another, leaping to kick his heels,
couldn't perform the trick,
and instead of kicking his heels
[instead, of cutting a dash]
fell flat on his back just like that!

ay andar [etc.]

Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again, [etc.]

El sacristan furibundofq. racundo],
dixo a la Nina rotundo [profundo]
que nace a asombrar al mundo
[nasca y ande todo el mundo,]
sin pecado original
[sera Muger singular]

The furious sacristan
said roundly [profoundly] to the girl
who is born to ama/e the world;
[Be born, and come on everyone!]
without original sin
[She must be a singular woman!]

q. tocay tocay repica pascual, [etc.]

Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again, [etc.]

El sacristan furibundo,
Dijo al nino mui profundo,
Vaia y ruede por el mundo
Sera un hombre sin igual

The furious sacristan
said very profoundly to the boy
"Go and travel the world;
you will be an extraordinary man!"

q. toca y tocay repicapascual,[etc.]

Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again, [etc.]

q.n baila los folijones
sin meterse en opiniones.
Le quita a los sabanones
La jurisdiccion fatal

Whoever dances a Spanish jig
without worrying what people think
deprives chilblains
of their fateful jurisdiction.

q. tocay tocay repica pascual, [etc.]

Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again, [etc.]

Toda sudando manteca,
[Con su miel y su manteca,]
llego Gila [Laura] vana y gueca,
y auque enferma de xaqueca,
baylo una hora cabal

Sweating like a pig,
[With her honey and her lard,]
Jill [Laura] arrived, vain and haughty,
and though she had a headache,
she danced for a full hour.

q. tocay tocay repica pascual, [etc.]

Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again, [etc.]

Dixole a la mula el Buei
por serial de buena ley
q. no ha de estar junto al Rey
una mula desleal,

The ox said to the ass:
"For proper form's sake
a disloyal ass must not stand
anywhere near the King!"

q. tocay tocay repica pascual, [etc.]

Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again, [etc.]
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Pues por la vida de quien somos,
Que los nobles Mayordomos,
De adulacion sin asomos.
El vitor se a de cantar,

So, for all our sakes,
noble Masters of the Revels,
without a hint of a flattery,
it's time to acclaim the winner!

q. tocay tocay repicapascual,[etc.]

Let Pascualplay it, play it and play it again [etc.]

qua! sera en creciendo aquesta Deydad
si recien nacida no tiene otra ygual

What will this Deity be like when it grows up,
if, new-born, it is already without equal?

q. tocaytocayrepicapascual,[etc.]

Let Pascual play it, play it and play it again [etc.]

cual sera q. no salte de hombre a deydad
pues Dios a saltado de aterno a mortal

Who might not now leap from man to God?
When God has leapt from eternal to mortal!

q. tocaytocayrepicapascual,[etc.]

Let Pascual play it, play it and play it again [etc.]

The manuscript contains several variations and revisions, shown here as lighter (grey) text.
feature his name in this position. However, page 7
also appears to be a cover page, and reads "Al Na.m del
Senor// juguete" (Al Nacimiento del Senor). Araujo's
name has also been added in another hand and
different ink. Juguete is a term I have so far failed to
pin down, other than as indicating a merry and festive
song ("una cancion alegre y festiva"), a
characterisation that nevertheless fits this piece rather
better than it does "Saiga el torillo".8
This piece has two estribillos. The first

these are the devotional names taken by nuns and
moreover, all of them are prefixed "La Sa." (La senora),
indicating that the singers were likely to be married
women. Aside from the fact that Araujo's music is
principally associated with boy choirs, a connection held
to account for the importance of treble parts in his
villancicos, it is interesting to discover this indication of
female performance in a society diat is usually regarded
as having looked disapprovingly on performances by
women (Illus. 3).
;,

Illustration 3. A page from "Saiga el torillo! "featuring the singer i name in the top r/h cor.

Juan de Araujo's "jAy andar!" is catalogued as
manuscript no. 820 in the ABNB at Sucre. The
manuscript comprises eleven pages, two of which are
inscribed on both sides.
On page 1, which is the title page, is written, in
Araujo's handwriting, "Para la Natividad del Sor."
(Para la Natividad del Senor). Araujo's name doesn't
appear until page 6, where it is present in the right of
the top margin (Illus. 4). All the remaining pages also
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encourages the listener to get involved in the
celebrations by playing ("tocar"), singing ("cantar") or
dancing ("bailar"). The word used is "andar" which in
modern Spanish often means "to walk", a translation
that is clearly inadequate in this high-energy context.
The lively catchphrase of the Mexican cartoon mouse
Speedy Gonzalez - jAndale! jAndale! - derived from
the same verb, gives a better sense of its meaning here.
All the infinitives chosen end in "-ar" and this
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Illustration 4. A page from "Ay andar "featuring the much-revised "sacristdn" copla

provides the assonantal signature for the composition.
The second estribillo takes the form of a couplet,
and though the lines vary in length from 10 to 12
syllables, they are consistent in their assonance, each
ending in a, which accords with the rhyme scheme of
the composition as a whole. The seven versions fall
into three groups: four begin with the same invocation
to the shepherd Pascual to play his pipe again and
again (";Que tocay retoca y repica Pascual"), following
this up with a line that refers to the birth of Christ and
his attributes of beauty, life, light, grace and glory; two
look to the future and ask how the child will develop,
first from infant to man, and then from man to deity,
considering also the mysteries of his perfection and his
incarnation; and one urges everyone to dance until
they literally fly into splinters.
There are twelve coplas. Each copla comprises
four predominantly octosyllabic lines, with assonance in
a on alternate lines, a form which recalls the traditional
Spanish romance. The coplas are set out on the same
sheets as the estribillos but are spread across thepartitura.
Three of them appear in two versions, and indeed, copla
8, which features a sacristan, seems to have given the
lyricist some trouble because it shows numerous
corrections and its meaning remains obscure, at least to
me. Copla 12 also seems out of place as it features an
accusation of disloyalty made by the Ox against the
Mule [sic] at the manger. The remaining ten coplas,
however, display a satisfying unity of dieme, centred on
the actions of the first estribillo - tocar, cantar, bailar.
Indeed the first three coplas deal directly with this
sequence. Copla 4 refers to jingling (skinless)
tambourines and wild dancing. Copla 5 praises Spanish
songs over those of the Portuguese. Coplas 6 and 7
comically describe an altar boy who lets out a shout
loud enough for the deaf to hear and another who,
leaping in the air in delight, and attempting to kick his
heels, loses his balance and falls flat on his back. From
the altar boys we move to die sacristan, and then on in

copla 9 to the idea that, when it comes to making merry,
people should put aside their reservations and join in
unreservedly. Thematically, this copla has more in
common with the first three and would follow them
more naturally than it does copla 8. Copla 10 introduces
us to Gila, a plump yet vain hoyden, who, despite
claiming to have a migraine, manages to dance
continuously for an hour. Finally, after the incongruous
interlude with the ox and the mule, the song closes with
a copla that invites the mayordomos, elected officers of
the cofradias or charitable brotherhoods, for one of
which this piece was probably destined, to declare
someone the winner and put an end to this frenetic
Christmas dance-athon.
It will be seen from the above that this is
essentially a festive piece with a lively comic spirit and
sparing religious reference; only the estribillo couplets
and die sacristan's coplas refer to sacred matters, and the
majority of die coplas emphasise die pleasure to be had
from joining wholeheartedly in the party without
worrying about looking a fool. The names Pascual and
Gila imply a rustic setting, evocative of the pastoral
themes so often present in Christmas villancicos, and if
the figures of the altar boy and the sacristan associate the
action with the Church they do so only at the lowest,
and most comical, level of its hierarchy.
It is perhaps surprising to find such light-hearted
works in the oeuvre of a cadiedral Chapel Master such as
Araujo, and more surprising still to find them preserved
in die cadiedral archives, but such music was an integral
part of religious observance in this period, to the extent
that in Spain villancicos were even performed as part of
the service of matins on major feast days, special papal
dispensation having been given to permit the eight main
antiphons of the office to be replaced wirh "villancicos"
and "romances".9 Though some churchmen condemned
the levity of die villancicos, Pedro Cerone, author of the
famous seventeenth-century treatise El Melopeoy Maestro
(Naples, 1613), defended them: "I would not like to say
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villancicos are a bad thing," he writes, "for they are
received in all Spanish churches, and were it not for them,
it would not be possible to reach die appropriate heights
of solemn celebration [...] There are some people so
lacking in piety that they attend church but once a year,
and miss all die Masses of Obligation, because they are
too lazy to get up out of bed. But let it be known that
there will be villancicos, and there is no one more devout
in the whole place, none more vigilant than these people,
for there is no church, oratory or shrine that they will not
visit, nor do they mind getting up in the middle of the
night in the freezing cold, just to hear them."10 With
villancicos like "jAy, andar!" catching cold seems unlikely
to have been a problem.
"jAquf, valentones!" is catalogued as manuscript
no. 810 in the ABNB at Sucre. The manuscript comprises
twelve pages, one of which (page 1) is inscribed on
both sides.

On page 1, which is the title page, is written, in
a hand I hesitate to identify as Araujo's "Pa. El S.or S."
Fran" de Assis a 11." [Para el Senor San Francisco de
Assis]. Below this are written in different hands:
"Jacara // Araujo" and "Aqui valentones", and finally,
at the foot of the page, the word "Chavarria"
(Illus. 5). This is presumably Roque Jacinto de
Chavarria (1688-1719), who took over as Maestro de
Capilla at La Plata after Araujo's death, and
presumably worked with him when he was alive. His
name, and the title of the piece are the only two
inscriptions on the page that I recognise as being in
Araujo's handwriting. Araujo's name does appear,
however, in its customary place on the right in the top
margin of pages 10 and 12.
This work is identified as a xdcara, an immensely
popular and lively form of the villancico that customarily
featured characters and language drawn from the urban

Juan de Araujo / Chavarria. "jAqui, valentones!"
s.n Fran.o de asis.
Aqui valentones
Chavarria
Aqui aqui Valentones de nombre
aqui temerones de fama aqui

Come here!, come here!, confirmed ruffians!
Come here!, notorious daredevils!

diga baya

Say "Isay!"

al santo mas de la hampa diga
al balenton mas divino diga
mas primero nos diga
como es su gracia baya

To the most divine ruffian say;
To the most roguish saint say;
But first tell us
how fine he is. I say!

los seraphines lo dizen
los Cherubines la cantan
los arcangeles la admiran
y los angeles la estranan

The seraphim tell of it;
the cherubim sing of it;
the archangels wonder at it,
and the angels are amazed at it.

diga baya

Say "Isay!"
Coplas

que paresen enigmas sus prendas raras
pues le da lo q. tiene lo que le falta
2* con ser pobre y humilde dello haze gala
y en aquel sayal rroto tiene mil almas
3' aunque tosco parese todo lo alcanza
pues q. con el me entierren dizen por gracias
4" Pues la cuerda q. zine q.n tal pensara
nudos tiene y parece cosa muy liana
5" ella es cuerda y me suena con ser tan baja
de los cielos q. tiene muchas octavas
quando humilde le miro Con tales llagas
no vi cossa modesta tan desgarrada
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St. Francis of Assist
Come here, ruffians!

Verses
1. His odd garments are like enigmas;
for what he lacks gives him what he has.
2. Poverty and humility he turns into finery,
and in his tattered habit he has a thousand souls.
3. Though it seems coarse, it encompasses everything;
for people say "Bury me in it!" as a mark of gratitude.
4. And the cord around his waist, who would have
thought it?
It seems so plain although it is knotted.
5.1t is a string that reminds me, base (bass) though it is,
of Heaven, for it has many octaves (figures-of-eight).
6. When I see him so humble and with such wounds,
I never saw anything at once so modest and
so dishevelled.
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Illustrations. The title page of "Aqui, valentones!"

criminal underworld — "el mundo de la hampa". A brief
example of a poetic xdcara is provided by Cervantes in
his play El rufidn dichoso (The Bkssed Ruffian) in a scene
in which the picaro Lagartija recites a poem of this type
to the valenton Lugo. Lagartija's much-vaunted poem is
set in Seville and tells of "Reguilete, el xaque", a
swaggerer, and the character type that gives the xdcara its
name, who enters the square on a feast day to take part
in a bullfight. He draws admiring glances from the
crowd but when the bull — a "toro hosco" - is released die

fight is swiftly concluded when the bull gores and
tramples Reguilete to death. The xdcara itself ends as
abruptly as die xaque's life, a fact for which Lagartija
invites Lugo to be diankful. Lugo, it is worth noting,
sees a lesson for himself in the xdcara, and soon
afterwards he gives up his life of swaggering selfindulgence in the "mundo de la hampa" for a life of
humility and abstinence as a Dominican Friar, a
transformation that also brings him across the Atlantic
to Mexico and ultimately wins him salvation.

[Lugo, esPudiante, and lagartija, muchacho]
Lug.: jMucho sabes! ^Que papel
es el que traes en el pecho?
Lag.: ^Descubreseme algo del?
Todo el seso sin prouecho
de Apolo se encierra en el.
Es vn romance jacaro,
que le ygualo y le comparo
al mejor que se ha compuesto;
echa de la ampa el resto
en estilo xaco y raro.
Tiene vocables modernos,
de tal manera, que encantan;
vnos brauos, y otros tiernos;
ya a los cielos se leuantan,
ya baxan a los infiernos.
Lug.: Dile, pues.
Lag: Seledecoro:
que ninguna cosa ignoro
de aquesta que a luz se saque.
Lug.: jY de que trata?
Lag.: De vn xaque
que se tomo con vn toro.
Lug.: Vaya, Lagartija.
Lag.: Vaya,
y todo el mundo este atento
a mirar como se ensaya

[Cristobal de Lugo, a student, and Lagartija, a boy.]
Lugo: Aren't you a wise one! What's that
Paper you've got in your jacket there?
Laganija: Should I reveal some of its contents?
All the bootless brains of Apollo
Are locked up within it.
It is a ballad in the manner of a Xacara,
Which I would match and compare
With the best that's ever been written;
In the roguery and rarity of its style
It expels all the rest from the thieves' fraternity.
It has newly-invented words,
In a way that will delight;
Some savage, some gentle;
Now rising up to heaven,
Now descending into hell.
Lugo: Read it, then.
Laganija: I know it by heart:
Indeed there is nothing I do not know
About the matters it brings to light.
Lugo: And what is it about?
Lagartija: A ruffian.
Who took on a bull.
Lugo: Let's hear it, Lagartija.
Laganija: Let's,
And let everyone take note
And see how my understanding
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a passar mi entendimiento
del que mas sube la raya.
"Ano de mil y quinientos
y treinta y quatro corria,
a veinte y cinco de Mayo,
martes, aziago dia,
sucedio vn caso notable
en la ciudad de Seuilla,
digno que ciegos le canten
y que poetas le escriuan.
Del gran corral de los Olmos,
do esta la xacarandina,
sale Reguilete, el xaque,
vestido a las marauillas.
No va la buelta del Cayro,
del Catay ni de la China,
ni de Flandes ni Alemania,
ni menos de Lombardia;
va la buelta de la pla£a
de San Francisco bendita,
que corren toros en ella
por santa lusta y Rufina,
y, apenas entro en la pla9a,
quando se lleua la vista
tras si de todos los ojos,
que su buen donayre miran.
Salio en esto vn toro hosco,
jvalasme, Santa Maria!,
y, arremetiendo con el,
dio con el patas arriba.
Dexole muerto y mohino,
banado en su sangre misma;
y aqui da fin el romance,
porque llego el de su vida."
Lug.: ^Y este es el romance brauo
que dezias?
Lag.: Su llaneza
y su buen dezir alabo;
y mas, que muestra agudeza
en llegar tan presto al cabo.

Strives to surpass
That of the most brilliant of men.
"The year fifteen hundred
And thirty four had reached,
The twenty-fifth of May,
A Tuesday, unlucky day,
When a notable thing occurred
In the city of Seville,
Worthy to be sung of by the blind
And written of by poets.
From the great square of Los Olmos,
Where rogues hold court,
Comes Reguilete, the ruffian,
Dressed to the nines.
He isn't heading for Cairo,
Or for Cathay or for China,
Nor for Flanders or Germany,
Let alone for Lombardy;
He's heading for the square
Blessed by St. Francis,
Because bulls are to be run there
For the feast of Saints Justa and Rufina,
And, no sooner has he entered the ring,
Than he draws after him
The gaze of every eye
That alights on his fine bearing.
Just then there entered a black bull
Holy Mary, protect me!
And charging him,
He knocked him head over heels
And left him dead and disgraced,
Bathed in his own blood;
And here the ballad ends
Since his life has too."
Lugo: And is this the fine ballad
You were talking about?
Lagartija: Its plainness
And its eloquence I commend;
And more, for it shows a keen wit
In coming so swiftly to its close."

The passage inevitably reminds us of "jSalga el
torillo!", which, as well as containing a bull of the same
colour (dull black, perhaps with a hint of brown),
refers to the matador as a "toreador del hampa". It is
also apparent that both Cervantes' xaque and Salazar's
Christ child fight their respective bulls on foot,
something that was not done by men of quality, who
fought mounted until bullfighting fell out of favour as
a aristocratic sport around 1725. These details indicate
a picaresque or xacaresque quality to the villancico that
is perhaps not initially apparent.
After the cathedral, one of the most
important religious foundations at Sucre was the
Church of St. Francis. This church, mostly built
between 1577 and 1580 but completed in 1618 was

associated with a Franciscan community, and the
Order had been the first to bring Christianity to the
New World. The feast of St. Francis is the
4th October and this xdcara may well have been
written to celebrate it.
"jAqui, valentones!" has an initial two-line
estribillo that establishes a-a as its assonantal signature.
This estribillo calls on die local hard-men using die
customary shout of someone seeking assistance or
support, whedier in die street or on the battlefield:
"jAqui! jAqui!" In this way it not only introduces
characters typical of the xdcara but also establishes a tone
of dramatic urgency. The longer refrain that follows
comprises two four-line verses. The first of diese
emphasises the imperative "diga" (say) by placing it at

the end of lines 1, 2 and 3, and finishes off the sequence
widi die contrasting imperative "vaya", which picks up
die assonance of the piece. In diis quatrain, St. Francis is
unexpectedly described as "el valenton mas divino" (the
most divine ruffian) and "el santo mas de la hampa" (die
most roguish saint). "Vaya" literally means "go", but it is
widely used as an expression of surprise and admiration,
and this is how it should be interpreted here. The
excitable tone of diis quatrain contrasts with the serenity
of die following four lines which present the hierarchy of
die angels, seraphim, cherubim, archangels and angels as
being progressively more impressed the further down
dieir hierarchy one moves. Thus, at one end of the scale,
die seraphim merely speak ("dicen") of St. Francis' grace
("gracia"), whilst at the other the angels are amazed by it
("laextranan").
There are six coplas, each of two dodecasylabic
lines finishing in the a-a assonance that unites the
composition, and each loaded with word play and
conceptual puzzles. As die first copla announces, his
rare garments ("prendas raras") are like enigmas
because what he lacks gives him what he has. In other
words, his poverty underpins his quality of spirit.
However, die phrase, "rare garments" doesn't do justice
to "prendas raras" since "prendas" can also mean "gifts"
and "raro" can mean "scarce", "unusual", or "special"
and probably means all three here. A similar idea is
articulated in copla 2, which sets out the paradoxes
that poverty and humility can display quality just as
much as finery, and that the saint's torn habit
nevertheless contains many souls — a riddle
presumably explained by the fact that many people
either belong to the Franciscan Order or, as the third
copla informs us, choose to be buried in Franciscan
dress as a mark of thanks for the saint's intervention.
Thus, die rough ("tosco") habit may seem base, but it
is nevertheless held in the highest esteem. The fourth

copla considers the cord that girds Francis' habit, and
plays on the two senses of "llano", which can mean
both plain and smooth, thus the paradox here is that
the Franciscan girdle, with its thick knots is
nevertheless "smooth" as well as simple. The punning
goes on from there to imagine the rope girdle as the
string of a musical instrument, which is "bajo", i.e.,
both bass in tone and basic in its simplicity, and
which, as a result reminds him of heaven, not least
because it has many octaves. This is most obviously a
musical allusion, but it also refers to the Pythagorean
theory of the music of die spheres, and to die
possibility that the knots themselves are figures-ofeight. The final copla considers St. Francis' stigmata
and puns on the double sense of "desgrarrada" as both
"torn" and "shameless" to create an oxymoronic
opposition with the modesty of the humble saint.
The imagery of the coplas, with its strong
contrasts between humility and ostentation, poverty
and greatness, parallels the bipolar identity of the
four-line estribillos and together these features help
explain the surprising juxtaposition between the
sacred and the profane apparent in the marriage of the
xdcara form to such devotional content.
These three pieces represent just a very few
examples from a vast store of musical treasures, but
they give a vivid sense of the way in which the music
of the Chapel Masters of the great cathedrals of
Spain's American territories reached out to recognise
and engage with the lives of ordinary people. They
show too how these composers combined exciting
rhythms and delightful harmonies with lyrical
compositions that not only drew on popular
traditions of poetry and song but also mined the
imagery of everyday life for vivid metaphors through
which to communicate and celebrate the mysteries of
the faith they served.
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and Inca Territory
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American Music Review. "Hispanic American Music Treasury (1580-
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(Valencia, Dahiz-Tabalet Alboraia, 1994). See Academia Musical de
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de Dies se abrasa", "Laudate pueri Dominum".

another, following the method, style, or rhyme scheme, or copying its plot,
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whether historical or fictional^ TROVAR. Vale tambien imitar alguna

encouragement given to me by Jeffrey Skidmore, who, aside from
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la lengua castellana, 6 vols (Madrid: Imprenta de la Real Academia
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translation.
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Koetgen, "A Short History".
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His innovation, which was a great popular success, was promptly
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Corpus Christi, the Feast of the Assumption, and other occasions of
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"Every cathedral or important church maintained a capilla de musica,
directed by a maestro de capilla and made up of as many
instrumentalists and singers as each foundation had resources to
support. There were foundations, such as the cathedral at Chuquisaca

Complutense

de

Madrid
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(2001-2002),

10 Andrew Lawrence-King, Missa Mexicana (Los Angeles: Harmonia
Mundi, 2002), CD booklet, p.8.
11 Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, El rufidn dichoso, from Ocho comedias
y ocho entremeses (Madrid: Viuda de Alonso Martin, 1615).

(today Sucre, Bolivia), which, on account of its proximity to the rich

12 Polite English equivalents are hard to find, and the best I have been

silver mines of Potosf, was able to maintain a capilla of more than

able to come up with so far is "I say!" which is both excessively prim

fifty musicians during this period, a number much greater than that

and insufficiently current.

found in the important musical centres of Europe at the time. For his
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The idea that initiated this tradition came from Fray Hernando de

CERV. Quix. Tom. I. cap. 12. Tanto, que el hacia los villancicos para

'Whatpassion cannot music raise andquell?\

Emotional persuasion in musical
performance using rhetorical
techniques from
Cicero and Quintilian1
JUDYTARLING

Throughout the period from the late fifteenth to the early nineteenth century the
comparison of the performance of music with oratory is frequently found
irrespective of differences in national style or purpose of composition. The
sixteenth-century theorist Zarlino pointed out that accent and rhythm are both
used by orators and musicians, and musicians from the fifteenth century were
urged to lower and raise their voices 'as orators do.'2 Instrumentalists were
encouraged to imitate speech in performance. The seventeenth-century diarist
John Evelyn admired the playing of Nicola Matteis who had 'a stroak so sweete'
which 'made it speake like the voice of a man'.3 Roger North reported that Corelli
demanded of his pupils 'Non udite lo parlare?' ('Do you not hear it speak?),
referring to the voice of the instrument.4 In the eighteenth century, Mattheson's
treatise Der volkommene Capellmeister described rhetorical principles of
composition and performance based on ideas derived directly from classical
sources. Quantz cited the voice and skills of an orator as his models for good
performance, with the ultimate goal of both musician and orator to become
'masters of the hearts of their listeners'. He urged both types of performer to be
aware of their shared aims and techniques.5 These were also noted by writers on
speaking, and towards the end of the eighteenth century William Cockin's The Art
of Delivering Written Language described the common ground between speaking
and playing music expressively.6
The term 'rhetoric' applies to a particular way of
speaking by an orator whose main aim is to persuade
the listener.
Persuasive speaking uses various
techniques that influence the emotional response of
the listener in order to bring him round to the
speaker's opinion.
It is no coincidence that the period during
which rhetoric was a prime factor in musical
composition and performance, approximately 15001800, coincides with the period during which the

study of speaking skills was championed, with the
classical texts forming the basis of knowledge about
rhetoric and oratory. The peak period for studying,
composing and delivering a performance in the
rhetorical style was the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. After this, rhetorical techniques became
embedded in the processes of musical composition
and performance, and were adapted to new styles
until the early nineteenth century, when other factors
became more influential.
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* Music oniy
A performer's guide to The Weapons of Rhetoric
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Articulation of words,
sentences & paragraphs

— Confidence

To discover what this 'playing like an orator'
meant in practice, I decided to investigate the subject
from the rhetorical point of view and began to search
the texts on rhetoric and oratory, looking for material
about delivery in general, and particularly the delivery
of the emotional content of a composition.
The accompanying table shows what I
discovered about rhetorical delivery according to the
classical sources, which were paraphrased from the
sixteenth century onwards in school textbooks and
the pocket eloquence books written for lawyers,
clergymen and gentlemen. You will see from this plan
how much the performance of a speech, as in oratory,
and the performance of music have in common. In
fact, virtually everything considered necessary for
successful and effective rhetorical delivery can also be
applied to music.
Music has, in addition to all the other features
of spoken rhetoric, harmony, which is the resulting
affect of more than one voice speaking at once. The
main affects of harmony are found in various levels of
dissonance and consonance, which may disturb the
listener or soothe him, or, to use Dryden's phrase
'raise or quell' the passions.7
The ethos or credibility of the speaker is of the
utmost importance for establishing authority over the
audience's emotions. The listeners need to believe in
the authority of the speaker before they will be
persuaded by his arguments and emotional messages.
Cicero thinks the speaker should at least appear to be
a good and wise man to obtain the listener's trust,
and, developing this theme, Quintilian says that a
true orator cannot be otherwise than a good man. If
the speaker is trusted, the listener will relinquish
control of his emotions so that the speaker may do
with them what he wills.
The appearance of die performer contributes to
this trust and will affect the listener's opinion, which
will be formed soon after he walks onto the platform.
The performer will be judged by his facial expressions,
and how he moves and behaves. To the listener this is
an integral part of the performance. To establish an
immediate connection with the audience, the attitude
of the performer should be confident and relaxed,
avoiding mannerisms and all sense of nervousness or
stage-fright. However, a fine balance must be struck
between arrogance and confidence in case the
audience is offended before the performance starts.
The aims of the orator in classical rhetoric are
acknowledged to be to inform, move and delight. In
musical performance, we could safely say that the
main aims are to move and delight, preferably at the
same time. As to informing, in music ideas need to be
presented clearly and simply before any treatment,
either with figures or using an emotional method of
delivery is brought into play. The method of

communication and performance as described in
classical rhetoric may be summarised by the presence
and successful control of ethos, logos (content or
argument) and pathos (emotion).
In the relative importance of the divisions of
rhetoric, all the classical writers from Demosthenes to
Cicero agree that delivery takes 'the palm'. Both Cicero
and Quintilian give detailed instructions concerning
delivery, a subject that was hardly mentioned by
Aristotle. Cicero, a consummate performer himself,
describes the experience of leaving the safety of the
practice room to walk out on stage into the glare of
exposure where his powers are put to the test. This has
a familiar ring for performers of any sort. He describes
the nerves, the moment of silence just before starting to
speak, the listeners waiting and expectant.
Cicero maintains that inferior material well
delivered has a more powerful affect than better
material delivered badly. Rhetorical techniques of
delivery are generally ignored or at least underestimated by musicians unaware of rhetoric's powers.
The performer is usually preoccupied with an accurate
reading of the notes; criticism from peers and audience
concerning minor inaccuracies is considered the worst
possible outcome. For players bent on technical
perfection, the emotional affect is often the last
element to be considered, if it is considered at all. In
contrast, the audience may not be aware of why they
prefer one performer's rendition of a certain work to
another's, but accuracy of reproducing the written text
alone will not usually produce a persuasive
performance. More is required.
The first and most important principle of
communicating, emphasised by all the classical writers,
is that of decorum, generally defined as 'speaking
appropriately'. If the musician plays inappropriate
music, the wrong tune in the wrong place at the wrong
time, he will fail to stimulate an appropriate emotional
response in the listener. Quintilian points out that in
battles, music for advancing and retreating would be
very different. Naturally, the style of performance of
these two types of music will also differ. Matching the
style of delivery to content will maximise the
communication of the written ideas and 'speaking
appropriately' covers a wide range of issues in
performance. For the musician, the choice of
performing
venue,
instrument,
style
and
ornamentation
according
to the
composer's
inclinations and influences all affect the experience of
the listener. Any element that does not 'match' will
lessen the effectiveness of the performance.
A major factor in effective communication is
the understanding of the content and structure of the
work, the logos, and showing this by the manner of
delivery. Quintilian describes the appropriate
articulation of words, phrases and paragraphs (in
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music individual notes, phrases and sections), giving
several levels of articulation or punctuation. Longer
gaps are required at the end of bigger sections, smaller
ones between subordinate clauses, or their musical
equivalent. However, excessive articulation by
chopping up words or notes which belong together
(Quintilian calls this manner of speaking like 'a
tessellated pavement') confuses the listener, who
needs to hear groups of syllables or notes collected
together in order to understand them. In music,
commas need to be implied without losing time, and
taking time out of the previous note is a common
strategy for making space in a phrase. Extra time for
breath may easily be taken at the end of a phrase or
long paragraph without offending the pulse or
affecting the comprehension of the listener.
Appropriate
emphasis
arises
from
understanding the content, particularly important in
music, where words are absent. In general, dissonant
harmony should be emphasised, as discords disturb
the emotions, and lead to the expectation of
consonance, which is more relaxed. Cicero's idea of
raising and lowering the voice in line with the
prevailing emotion may be employed for most music
written in the rhetorical style, in other words, raising
the dynamic level when the music goes higher, and
dropping it when the music is in a lower range. As in
a vibrating string, higher is more tense, lower more
relaxed. This idea may be contradicted if a special
emotional effect is required, such as low for
threatening or angry, or high for triumphant rather
than screaming. This concept demands the use of an
average dynamic level for notes that are in the middle
range of a voice or instrument, and which are likely to
be unexceptional in emotional content. However, the
orator should never shout or be aggressive; this goes
against persuasiveness.
Now to the performer's strategy for controlling
emotion, the pathos. Continuous emotional outbursts
are tiring to listen to and the performer should aim to
pace the emotional response of the audience.
Quintilian urges speakers not to utter everything as if
it were an epigram (a style reminiscent of some
presenters of television programmes). As in the
Hollywood blockbuster, events should develop to a
climax with spaces for recovery in between in order to
constantly raise and lower the emotional response. The
rhetorical style of delivery requires the performer to
identify sequences that build to a climax, and to match
them with the appropriate emotional ebb and flow,
taking special care to cool the emotional temperature
after a climax. Strategies for controlling the emotional
level should hold the attention of the audience
without boring them. If the peaks and troughs occur
at too regular intervals, predictability will undermine
the performer's hold on the audience's attention.
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With his palette of instrumental colour the
composer can suggest certain emotions to the
performer, and through the latter, communicate them
to the listener. For example, the flute carries
connotations of soft and languishing emotions, the
violin sprightly and gay. The performer can then
match the tone colour of his instrument or voice to
the content (even flutes can be sprightly and violins
languishing if necessary). A change of tone is
advocated when starting a new sentence. In music this
should follow a cadence, and serves to revive the
listener and prevent boredom. Quintilian describes
how a piper would stand behind the speaker when
practising and make a sound when the speaker was to
change the tone of his voice, higher or lower, louder
or softer. Merely keeping the audience awake and
attentive is an important part of the job of the
performer, and however interesting the content, a dull
monotonous delivery will prevent
effective
communication.
Many forms of speech hold emotional
overtones, and these should be drawn upon by the
musician. Aristotle lists: command, prayer, narrative,
threat, question and answer. Quintilian gives
characteristics of delivery for different emotional
purposes such as bold for exhortatory, gentle for
conciliation, grave and dignified for warning, as well
as many others.
Apart from the devices for delivery
recommended by Cicero and Quintilian such as
articulation, and changes in volume and tone colour,
showing the structure on a larger scale helps the
listener to understand the progress of the work. The
listener should be made aware of which part of the
speech, or even which part of the phrase (or even a
note if it is a long one) is in progress. He should not
be taken by surprise when the end of the phrase,
section or movement arrives. If the end of the work
arrives too suddenly he is unprepared and may feel
cheated or even embarrassed. In such cases the
applause is slow to get off the ground, and will not be
enthusiastic.
The opening of the work, the exordium, is the
place to establish the nature of the case. Two principal
forms of opening are described in classical rhetoric,
the direct opening and the insinuating type. Many
musical compositions have a direct declamatory
opening that attracts the listener's attention followed
by a section that uses the insinuating kind where the
voices enter in turn as in fugue. Here it is appropriate
to use a calm tone. Cicero recommends not using
excessive ingenuity at this point, and Quintilian
thinks one should avoid purple passages of figural
ornamentation in openings generally. Performances of
music that employ over-ornamented openings
confuse the listener and obscure the nature of the

subject. Cicero suggests that sentences should rise and
grow in force, leading the listener onwards towards
greater things, or to a higher emotional level. He
notes that a poor opening makes is harder to achieve
the aim. Quintilian says a faulty exordium is like a
face seamed with scars, and that running ashore while
leaving port is not a good strategy for a pilot.
After the arguments have been proposed and
refuted comes the last and what should be the most
moving part of the speech, the peroration. Immediately
after this, judgements will be prepared, reputations
made or ruined, and the success of the whole enterprise
will become apparent. Quintilian describes how in this
part of the speech the orator should establish his sway
over the emotions of the audience, force his way into
their hearts and bring the feelings of the jury into
perfect sympathy with all his words. The whole torrent
of eloquence should be reserved for this place. If things
have gone well, the judge or audience will be on our
side; we will have safely 'emerged from the reefs and
shoals' of the performance.
The rhetorical peroration can easily be
identified in most musical compositions. The coda,
and sometimes the approach to the recapitulation will
contain elements of the peroration, the final
statement of intent. A theme may receive an extra
boost from a particular turn of harmony, rhythm or a
different orchestration. The performer should bear in
mind that the audience will leave the performance
with the feelings they experience after the final note
has died away; the affect of this part of the
performance should not be underestimated. Whether
it be a triumphant finale, a subtle, quiet one, or even a
joke ending, the audience must be left with a definite
feeling of some sort. Building on Quintilian's ship at
sea metaphor, the seventeenth-century French orator
Le Faucheur describes the peroration as like a vessel
that has been long at sea, had a difficult voyage,
weathered many dangerous points, and coming into
port, arrives home in full sail with acclamations of joy
and good cheer.
To communicate the emotional content
successfully, the performer has to feel, or at least
pretend to feel, the emotion himself. Quintilian
draws a simile with fire and water — fire alone can
kindle, water alone can wet. Emotions are infectious,
whether of laughter or tears, and what Quintilian felt
instinctively has now been proven scientifically with
the discovery of mirror neurons in the human brain,
which transfer the feelings of the communicator to
sympathetic receivers (thank you Professor Robert
Winston for this). But without words, how does the
musician identify emotion in the music? As we have
already seen, tessitura, raising and lowering the voice
in range, dynamic and choice of tone quality can
affect the audience's emotions.

In addition to this we have rhythm, used as a
major controller of emotion in the classical languages
through combinations of long and short syllables, and
tempo, how fast we speak or play. In general terms,
triple metres (as used, for instance, in gigs) are more
light-hearted than duple ones (for instance, serious
movements and dances such as the pavan, a solemn
processional dance type, the ancestor of the funeral
march). Grand entrances often use dotted notes in
imitation of the trumpet fanfare. Dotted pairs of
notes are naturally more lively than equal ones.
In addition to the effects of the written
rhythms and metres, well known to readers of classical
poetry, the length of the written note can be altered or
exaggerated by the performer for particular effects.
Quintilian notes the effect of very short syllables as
being comic, and very long ones serious. Performers
should be aware of all the possibilities that altering the
lengths of notes within the written time limit afford.
The lengths of the notes, combined with the tempo
contribute greatly to the effect which the phrase or
musical idea has on the audience.
In contrapuntal music, that is music where the
parts operate with more independence than in dance
music, metre or regular bar units of measurement are
less important than the rhythmic effect of small groups
of notes and the interaction of these in argument,
contradiction and agreement. Performers need to
adopt appropriate attitudes to satisfy die requirements
of the particular type of interaction of the parts, either
quarrelling aggressively or conversing gendy.
A major tool in musical composition, as in
oratory, is the use of figures to entertain the listener
and to control his emotions. Figures are used by a
writer or composer to decorate and re-inforce ideas.
According to the Elizabethan poet and rhetorician
George Puttenham, they help to 'invegle the
judgement of man' and are able 'to carry man's
opinion this way and that whithersoever the heart, by
impression of the ear, shall be most bent and
directed'. Figures may be divided into three general
categories: repetition, development and surprise. Two
or more figures may be combined for a particular
affect, and this is naturally more possible in music
where more than one voice is speaking
simultaneously.
As in rhetoric, musical ideas may be developed
by using various devices of repetition which include:
altering the distance between the notes (and thereby
affecting the way they sound); inversion (turning the
figure up-side-down or reversing it); augmentation
and diminution (making the note values larger or
shorter), and finally canon (where one part repeats
immediately the material of the other). Canon can
also take place at different pitches and upside down.
These figures all test the ingenuity of the listener, and
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if he is aware of them, form a type of intellectual
entertainment. Johann Mattheson, a contemporary of
J. S. Bach, described fugue as a hot house where
cuttings may flourish but never take root or reach
maturity. The repeated presentation of different facets
of the same idea catches the ear of the listener and
shows off the ingenuity of the composer: these are
nothing other than the flowers, lights and colours of
Ciceronian rhetoric. Just as in oratory, the figures and
other devices would have been appreciated by a
listener in the know, thus boosting his opinion of
himself and, in the case of a noble patron, his choice
of composer and performer.
Other ways of using repetition include devices
that build a phrase to a climax by repeating small
fragments climbing steadily higher (commonly
known as 'the orator's scaling ladder') or reducing
tension by repetition that falls gradually in pitch.
Ideas or themes might be altered slightly when
repeated, for instance, by extending or shortening
them. Quintilian describes how the immediate
repetition of the same word intensifies its affect and
fixes it in the minds of the audience, a device wellloved by composers where the affect of immediately
repeating the same words or notes can be altered by a
different musical setting. Sherry, a sixteenty-century
writer, gives an example from Cicero's speech against
Catiline: 'Yet he liveth, liveth?' Another Elizabethan
writer, Henry Peacham says 'O my son, my son' is a
good use of repetition, but the immediate repetition
of longer words such as 'abomination, abomination,
abomination' is definitely not. Surprises may take the
form of building expectation, only to change the
expected words or notes. A theme may be repeated
with a new twist in harmony or rhythm, or there may
be an unexpected silence in the middle of a sentence,
either through excess emotion, or by the voice
running out of breath through excitement or fear,
leaving the speaker speechless.
When approaching the end of the speech,
Quintilian advises the speaker to appear to show signs
of dishevelment in order to demonstrate that he has
made an effort on the audience's behalf. He suggests
that a slight sweating, or a displaced toga goes over
well with the audience. Tristram Shandy's father
attributed the decline in oratory in the mideighteenth century to the shorter frock coat, the
longer one presumably being easier to flourish or rearrange for dramatic effect.
Plutarch wrote that he felt cheated if he left a
performance or a lecture unchanged in some way. As
when visiting the barber for a service, he expected to
leave in a different frame of mind from when he
entered. You may not have been having a haircut, but
I hope that you may now listen to all types of music
with new, more rhetorical, ears.
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